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Abstract:The aim of this study and work are to clarify the doctrine of spatial inheritance and
 
transformation in architecture,and to practice in project by using the spatial scheme as norm of the
 
spaces.
The authenticity of monuments and sites are basic principle of conservation and restoration in study
 
about Venice Charter 1964. And attitudes of Critical Regionalism,clarified by Kenneth Frampton,
are analogical way to intervene in regional situation by contemporary architectural ways. These
 
ideal views about time and place are defined for the norm of design.
By analyzing about spatial characteristics of Geijutsu-no-mori campus,particular spatial schemes
 
are descript in various level of spaces. To design the building of Graduate School of Design,these
 
spatial schemes are transformed to specific form of architecture.
Through this work,these ways of spatial scheme are effective for the consistency of design with
 
spatial inheritance and transformation of authenticity of existing situation, spaces and regional
 
characteristics.




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































31 SCU Journal of Design & Nursing Vol.5,No.1,2011
空間的な継承と変容








































34 札幌市立大学研究論文集 第５巻 第１号（2011)
１階レクチャールーム
階段室最上部のトップライト 階段，キャンティレバー構造の段板の間に𨻶間がある．
